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DRIP SENTINEL™  HOSE BIBB™

Safely wrap quick-disconnect fittings or other hose attachment ends to absorb 
small leaks when disconnecting hoses from industrial equipment. Integrated 
internal sorbent allows for containment up to 1 pint of oil, hydraulic fluid, or 
other hydrocarbons. 

Tether closure system holds the unit around the hose and fitting. Units are 
made of rugged and chemically resistant material. Lightweight and made in 
high visibility yellow.

DRIP SENTINEL™ 

MAINTENANCE BLANKET™

The ENPAC ® Maintenance Blanket™ is designed to be used under vehicles 
or leaking equipment. The sorbent blanket is made of non-woven geo-textile 
that is backed by a layer of fuel/chemical resistant polyethylene. The 
blanket provides a protective sorbent pad between the maintenance item 
and placement area. The fabric backing provides an extra barrier that (unless 
punctured) stops any hydrocarbon from getting to the ground. The blanket 
can be rolled or folded into a compact lightweight unit. It is an inexpensive 
alternative to heavier, more costly fabric mats. 

DRIP SENTINEL™ HOSE WRAP™

Does your industrial hose or fitting have a leak? Contain it 
and prevent costly leaks and spills that can cause injuries 
to your workers with the ENPAC® Hose Wrap™.  Made of 
rugged and chemically resistant material and an integrated 
sorbent pad. Hose Wrap™ will absorb leaks from hoses and 
fittings from 2” to 10” in size. Four sizes available to fit most 
applications; integrated sorbent pad absorbs hydrocarbons.

Pads are integrated  
and replaceable.

Part # Description Dimensions in. (cm) Weight lb. (kg) 

4702-YE Small Hose WrapTM Fits 1.5 - 3 hose (4 - 8) .5 (.23)
4704-YE Medium Hose WrapTM Fits 4 - 5 hose (10 - 13) .8 (.4)
4706-YE Large Hose WrapTM Fits 6 - 8 hose (15 - 20) 1 (.5)
4710-YE X-Large Hose WrapTM Fits 10 hose (25.4) 1.2 (.6)

Regulations: EPA, SPCC and NPDES 

HOSE WRAP™

Part # Description Dimensions L x W ft. (m) Weight lb. (kg)  Spill Cap. gal. (L)

4720-BK Maintenance BlanketTM 12 x 3 (3.7 x .9) 6 (2.7) 6 (23)
4725-BK Maintenance BlanketTM 12 x 6 (3.7 x 1.8) 10 (4) 7 (26.5)
4730-BK Maintenance BlanketTM 12 x 9 (3.7 x 2.7) 12 (5) 8 (30)
4735-BK Maintenance BlanketTM 12 x 12 (3.7 x 3.7) 15 (6) 9 (34)

Regulations: EPA, SPCC and NPDES 

MAINTENANCE BLANKET™ 

Part # Description Max Opening in. (cm) Absorption Cap. oz. (ML) Spill Cap. oz. (ML) Quantitiy
4701-YE Hose BibbTM 2.5 (6) 8 (237) 16 (473) 1
4701-YE-BX Hose BibbTM    5/case

Regulations: EPA, SPCC and NPDES 

HOSE BIBB™


